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Brooklyn is a stylish typeface with a modern and minimalist
approach. The font is based on unique geometry and tight and
sharp lines. It was designed in 13 weights and 7 widths, including
Italic. The font supports Latin, Cyrillic, Greek, Armenian, Turkish,
Arabic, Russian, and Turkish (Latin). This typeface comes with 50
characters, including half width, fractions, and OpenType tables.
Its name is motivated by the state of Brooklyn, USA. Introducing
Brooklyn Font! It is a Sans-serif typeface that was designed by
Brittney Murphy. For the first time, it was released in 2017. This
typeface comes in more than fifty unique and attractive glyphs. It
comes in two styles including regular and bold. It creates elegant
and stylish designs. If you want to use the filmotype Brooklyn
handwriting font with your Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator,
you can download the BW version for free here. filmotype
brooklyn font free download.zip Check it out! We'd love to see
your work using filmotype Brooklyn handwriting font..create your
own handwritten text or texture. Share them with us on facebook
or on twitter with the hashtag #filmotype. You can also find the
filmotype Brooklyn font at Target Spaces . The “Brooklyn” script
was inspired by the spirit of New York City itself, a City of motion
and excitement. The beautiful flowing handwriting of the
Elizabethan and Baroque period, which influenced the design of
the typeface, is inspired by hand written manuscripts that were
borrowed from the British Museum. If you are a designer who
wants to express the uniqueness of your design, or if you are a
hand letterer who wants to create a typeface like the ones that
were made in the golden age, Brooklyn Font is what you should
download.
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